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Abstract. We show that every r.e. set of combinators closed under @-conversion is the set of 
solutions to a pattern matching problem. 
Introduction 
Combinator equations have been studied by a number of authors. Two of the 
most familiar are Curry’s study of the fixed-point equation IMx = x [2, p. 1771 and 
Biihtm and Dezani’s study of the pattern-matching equation MX = N [3]. 
In this note we shall show that the family of solution sets to combinator equations 
is as large as “it can be”. In particular, we shall show that this family consists of 
the r.e. sets of combinators closed under p-conversion. More precisely, we shall 
show that every r.e. set 9’ of combinators closed under p-conversion is tire set of 
solutions to a pattern-matching problem of the form RX = R. In other words, a 
combinator R can be found which is a simultaneous fixed point of the corresponding 
(in general infinite) set of combinators hu.uM, M E 9’ and no others of this form. 
Our proof makes use of Plotkin’s ingenious construction [1, p. 4551. We would 
like to thank the referees for several valuable suggestions and corrections. 
1. Plotkin’s construction 
We define the following terms: 
ro7 = A wAp.p, 
s = Ax Aw Ap.w(xwp), 
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B= Afg.hx.f(sx)(g(sx))(a(e(sx)))(gx), 
c3 = O(hu B(B(Av Avu))~), 
F = e(Au Ad), 
H = F’O-‘( G’O’), 
c” = Aza.H(az). 
Note that these terms differ from Hotkin’s [ 1, Lemma 17.3251 only by the insertion 
of a, the replacement of E by the free variable e, and the switch to Church numerals 
from Rarendregt numerals 
Now, let 9 be a fixed r,e. set of combinators closed under p-convercion and 
nonempty. By [1, Lemma 6.45 and Proposition 8.2.21 there exists a combinator 9 
s.t. Md’~3nM =p Jrnl where hl is the nth Church numeral 
Awhp w(. . . (wp). . .). 
ii 
Let E = AxxI~(JAwp.xwp). 
Clearly, for all n, Ernl =p Jrnl. 
If X is any term let XA be the result of substituting E for e in X. 
Lemma 0. M E sP+ EAM =@ Z”( Er01). 
Ppdof. See [ 1, Lemma 17.3.271, r! 
2. A typed A calculus 
We define a typed A calculus [4] as follows. Type 
the constants 0 and D (ground type symbols) by 3. 
algebra satisfying D = D + D. 
symbols are generated from 
The type algebra is the free 
Proof. The congruence = on type symbols is generated by the reduction relation 
D+D*-D.+” is obviously Church-Rosser. Now suppose q + q = a2 + 72. Then 
there exists p s.t. c1 + al >-* p *d az+ F!. 
Case 1: p=D. Then o~-*~,>-*D~D~D~D~D*~~~~~~. Thus 
q >-* D *A u2 and q b* D”-<Tp 
Case 2: p = p1 + p2. Then aI >-* p1 *d g2 and 71 Z-* p2 *-q Q. fl 
Each variable, hence by 
(element of the algebra) 
additional constant 
YE((N+W)+( 
Y has the reduction rule 
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Lemma I each term, comes equipped with a unique type 
Let N = (0 + 0) + (O-, 0). The typed calculus has the 
N+W))+(N+W). 
If, in the term Z, 0 is replaced by Y and variables are given the following types: 
w~O~O,p~O,~~N,e,f,g,~,t,~N~W,a,y,z~W,thentheresultisatypedtemr. 
Note that there is no loss in replacing 0 by Y because ::ny contraction 8 +B Ay y( 6y) 
can be simulated by Y and vice versa, and Y’s will ultimately be switched back to 
8%. 
A type r is said to be simple if it has no occurrence of W. r is semisimple if 
r=r p(,..(r,+O) . . .) for some rl,. . . , 7,. Consider the 
typed term X. 
( ) * 
Each vat iable (free of bound) in X has simple 
types W, N-, W, or (N+ W)+(N+ W). 
following property of a 
type or one of the 
Note that property (*) is preserved under p 1 -reduction and subterm. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that X has semisimple T and satisJies property (*). Then X has a 
p-normal form Ax, . . . x,X,, s 2 0, where every subterm of X0 has simple type. 
Proof. By induction on X. 
Basis: X is a variable or a constant. Since r is semisimple X is a variable. By 
property (*), r is simple. 
Induction step: Note that since 7 is semisimple, X cannot begin with Y. 
Case 1: X = hxX, . Apply the induction hypothesis to X1. 
Case2: X=xX,... Xr. Since a is semisimple, by property (*), x has simple type. 
Thus the induction hypothesis applies to X,, . . . , X,. In particular, each Xi has a 
p-normal form all of whose subterms have simple type. 
Case% X=(hxX,)X2... X,. The induction hypothesis applies directly to Ax& 
w-hich has a normai ~OKIIT~ AZ, . . . z, 22, . . . Zn where each subterm of 22, . . . Zn has 
simple type. In particular, for 1 - < i < t, either Zi does not occur in ~2~ . . . 2, or Zi 
has simple type. Define m by 
I r if r-M t, m= t+l else. 
Fori=2,..., r if Xi has simple type then, by induction hypothesis, ithas a p-normal 
form Xi’ all of whose subterms have simple type. For i = 2, . . . , r if Xi does not 
have simple type, put X,! = Xi. We have 
X*(hz, . ..ztzAz. . ..z. ) Xi_..Xi 
*p (AZ,+, . . . z,[X:/z, 3.. l 3 X~/z,_,]zZ, . . . z*)x!n+, . . . XL. 
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BY the normal form theorem for simple typed A-calculus 
1x9 E,, . . . , X~,‘z,_,]zz, . . . 2, P-reduces to a term U all of whose subterms have 
simple type. In case m - r we are done. If m = t + 1 we have X-B, UX:,, . D . Xf.. 
Since U itself has simple type, each Xi, for i = t + 2, . . . ) r, is in p-normal form 
with only subterms of simple type. Thus, by the normal form theorem, UXf+2.. . Xi 
&reduces to a term of the desired sort. Cl 
Corollary 1. Suppose X E N has property (*) and Q is the substitution dejned by 
QU’= h.if”‘. . . U r(r)~, where T= 7(1)+(. . . (r(t)+O). . .) is simple and ze0 is&d. 
Then QX has a &;ormcal form of one of the following shapes 
hP%, Ax"'*Ay*xi.. . (XY) . . .), Ax*+~AY~ x(. . . (X Z) . . .) 
i- ii 
f or some n. 
3. u=Standardiaatiou 
Let a be a distinguished free variable. By an a-redex we mean a P-redex that 
lies within a subterm of the form ax. An ~-standard reduction is a P-reduction in 
which no a-redex is contracted before a non a-redex. 
Lemma 3. If X, +Q X2 then there is an a-standard reduction from X1 to X2. 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the standardization theorem [l, Theorem 
11.4.71. cl 
4. Analysis of the construction 
Lemma 4. tf M is a combinator such that EAM =@ &( ErW) then M E 9. 
Proof. suppose ZAM ==p SA (ErOl). By the Church-Rosser Theorem there exists 
U s.t. 
H^(aM) 7 UT Ef(a(E'O1)). 
By Lemma 3 there exists an a-standard reduction S? from H^(a(ErOl)) to U. Let 
V be the last term in SF’ which is the result of contracting a non a-redex. Clearly, 
V&reduces to U by contracting only a-redexes. By the choice of V there exists 
an X such that H(a(erOl)) *p X and XA= K 
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Now H(a(erO1)) is typable as above and has property (*). X inherits a typing 
from H(a(erO1)) and also has the property (*). Suppose ~2, is a subterm of X. 
Then 2,,= e.2, with 2, E N. By Lemma 2, 2, has a P-normal form all of whose 
subterms have simple type. XR particular, the &normal form of Z1 does not contain 
a or e. 
Consider any maximal subterm of U of the form a&,. Such a subterm is the 
@-reduct of a similar subterm of V, since V reduces to U by contracting only 
a-redexes. Thus 2, =P EZ, with 2, as above. In particular, U Q-reduces to a term 
all of whose subterms of the form aX are disjoint, 
By [l, Lemma 17.3.291, some residual of aM from HA(aM) is a maximai subterm 
of U of the form a&. Thus, for Z, as above, M =B EZ, and M = qM =B qEZ, = 
EbZ,). 
By Corollary 1, the p-normal form of qZ, has one of three possible shapes. 
Case 1: qZl =B hxx. Then M =@ El =p III(J(hwlp)) =,Jrll. 
Case 2: lpZ, =p ml. Then M =p Err11 =BJrnl. 
Case 3: 
(9z* f hxyx( . . . (x2). . J. 
c 4 
n 
Then 
M ; E(hxyx(. . . (xz) . . .)) ; zll(J(Awp w(. . . (wz) . . .))). 
7 
b _ 4 
n 
But this contradicts the Church-Rosser Theorem since M is closed. 
Thus in all possible cases M =@ Jrnl for some n and ME 9. 
5. A pattern matching egudion 
We define the following terms: 
P = e(A$+q-(.u(s*;))), Q= fl(Agg(8*(Er01))), 
Lemma 5. R( Ernl) = R. 
Proof 
R(E’n1) ; (Axy P(x(B*y)))Q(Em-1) 
= P( Q( sCA( E’W))) 
; P(Q([( ErOl))) 5 PQ = I?. by Lemma 0. 
cl 
R= PQ. 
cl 
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Lemma 6. I M is a combinator s.t. RM =@ R then E*M =@ SA(ErW). 
Proof. By the standardization theorem, if P( Q( BAM)) ap N then there exist n and 
m s.t. 
N=Ax,... x,X,(X&. . . z,uv, . . . V,) 
andP--rHBX,-,,Q~BX1;fori=I...mandj=l...n 
B*( E’01) --)) 4, 
P 
SAM7 U, and BAXjT I$. 
Thus if RM = R then, by the Church-Rosser Theorem, EAM =@ one of the 
following: 
(I) AXY YbYL 
(2) hit g(~AWO’N, 
(3) 01 
(4) EAXj for some 1 S j S n, 
(5) EA( E’Q-‘). 
Now EA M has the following properties. It has no head normal form. It reduces to 
a term that begins with A. For any term 2, SA MZ does not reduce to a term beginning 
with A. Thus of (l)-(5) only (4) and (5) are possible. Hence, SAM =@ EA( Er01). Cl 
6. Conclusion 
Lemmas 0,4, 5 and 6 give the following theorem 
Theorem. ME Spa RM =@ R. 
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